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We extend the semiclassical model of the collective atomic recoil laser (CARL) to include the
quantum mechanical description of the center-of-mass motion of the atoms in a Bose-Einstein con-
densate (BEC). We show that when the average atomic momentum is less than the recoil momentum
h¯~q, the CARL equations reduce to the Maxwell-Bloch equations for two momentum levels. In the
conservative regime (no radiation losses), the quantum model depends on a single collective pa-
rameter, ρ, that can be interpreted as the average number of photons scattered per atom in the
classical limit. When ρ ≫ 1, the semiclassical CARL regime is recovered, with many momentum
levels populated at saturation. On the contrary, when ρ ≤ 1, the average momentum oscillates
between zero and h¯~q, and a periodic train of 2π hyperbolic secant pulses is emitted. In the dissipa-
tive regime (large radiation losses) and in a suitable quantum limit, a sequential superfluorescence
scattering occurs, in which after each process atoms emit a π hyperbolic secant pulse and populate
a lower momentum state. These results describe the regular arrangement of the momentum pattern
observed in recent experiments of superradiant Rayleigh scattering from a BEC.
PACS numbers: 42.50.Fx, 42.50.Vk, 03.75.Fi
With the realization of Bose Einstein condensation (BEC) in dilute alkali gases [1], it is now possible to study the
coherent interaction between light and an ensemble of atoms prepared in a single quantum state. For example, Bragg
diffraction [2] of a Bose-Einstein condensate by a moving optical standing wave can be used to diffract any fraction
of a BEC into a selectable momentum state, realizing an atomic beam splitter. Among the multitude of experiments
studying the behavior of a BEC under the action of external laser beams, only a small number have been devoted to
the active role caused by the atoms in the condensate on the radiation. In particular, collective light scattering and
matter-wave amplification caused by coherent center-of mass motion of atoms in a condensate illuminated by a far
off-resonant laser were recently observed [3–5]. These experiments have been interpreted in Ref. [3] as superradiant
Rayleigh scattering, and successively investigated in Ref. [6] and [7] using a quantum theory based on a quantum
multi-mode extention of the collective atomic recoil laser (CARL) Hamiltonian model originally derived by Bonifacio
et al. [8–11]. In particular, the original semiclassical CARL model was extended in Ref. [12,13] to include a quantum
mechanical description of the center-of-mass motion of the atoms in the condensate. Whereas the analysis of ref.
[12,13] is limited to the study of the onset of the collective instability starting from quantum fluctuations, some
nonlinear effects due to momentum population depletion were discussed in ref. [6] and [7].
Recently, we have shown [14] that the superradiant Rayleigh scattering from a BEC can be satisfactorily interpreted
in terms of the CARL mechanism using a semiclassical model in the ’mean-field’ approximation [15], in which the
rapid escape of the radiation from the condensate is modelled by a decay of the field amplitude at the rate κc = c/2L,
where L is the sample length. The main drawback of the semiclassical model is that, as it considers the center-of-mass
motion of the atoms as classical, it cannot describe the discreteness of the recoil velocity, as has been observed in the
experiment of Ref. [3].
The aim of this work is to extend the semiclassical CARL model to include the quantum mechanical description
of the center-of-mass motion of a sample of cold atoms. The quantum model that we obtain is equivalent to that
derived by Moore and Meystre [12] using second quantization techniques. However, whereas the work of Ref. [12]
is focussed on the linear regime and on the start-up of the instability, we study the full nonlinear regime and the
quantum and classical limits of the model. Our basic result is that the atomic motion is quantized when the average
recoil momentum is comparable to h¯~q (where ~q = ~k2 − ~k1 is the difference between the incident and the scattered
wave vectors), i.e. the recoil momentum gained by the atom trading a photon via absorbtion and stimulated emission
between the incident and scattered waves. In this limit, the quantum CARL equations reduce to the Maxwell-Bloch
equations for two momentum levels [16]. In the ’conservative’ (or ’hamiltonian’) regime, in which the radiation losses
are negligible, this occurs for ρ < 1, where the CARL parameter ρ represents the average number of photons scattered
per atom in the classical limit. In the superradiant regime, for κ > 1 (where κ = κc/ωrρ, κc is the radiation loss, ωrρ is
the collective recoil bandwidth, ωr = h¯|~q|2/2M is the recoil frequency and M is the atomic mass), the atomic motion
becomes quantized for ρ <
√
2κ. In this limit, we demonstrate that a sequential superfluorescence (SF) scattering
occurs, in which, during each process, the atoms emit a π hyperbolic secant pulse and populate a lower momentum
level, as it has been observed in the MIT experiment [3].
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Our starting point is the classical model of equations for N two-level atoms exposed to an off-resonant pump laser,
whose electric field ~E0 = eˆE0 cos(~k2 · ~x − ω2t) is polarized along eˆ, propagates along the direction of ~k2 and has
a frequency ω2 = ck2 with a detuning from the atomic resonance, ∆20 = ω2 − ω0, much larger than the natural
linewidth of the atomic transition, γ. We assume the presence of a scattered field (’probe beam’) with frequency
ω1 = ω2−∆21, wavenumber ~k1 making an angle φ with ~k2 and electric field ~E = (eˆ/2)[E(t)ei(~k1·~x−ω1t)+c.c.] with the
same polarization of the pump field. In the absence of an injected probe field, the emission starts from fluctuations and
the propagation direction of the scattered field is determined either by the geometry of the condensate (as in the case
of the MIT experiment [3], where the condensate has a cigar shape) or by the presence of an optical resonator tuned
on a selected longitudinal mode. By adiabatically eliminating the internal atomic degree of freedom, the following
semiclassical CARL equations has been derived [8–10]:
dθj
dτ
= pj (1)
dpj
dτ
= −
[
A˜eiθj + c.c.
]
(2)
dA˜
dτ
=
1
N
N∑
j=1
e−iθj + iδA˜ (3)
where τ = ρωrt is the interaction time in units of ωrρ, θj = (~k1−~k2) · ~xj = qzj and pj = qvzj/ρωr (where q = |~q|) are
the dimensionless position and velocity of the j-th atom along the axis zˆ, A˜ = −i(ǫ0/nsh¯ωρ)1/2E(τ)eiδτ , δ = ∆21/ωrρ
and ρ = (Ω0/2∆20)
2/3(ωµ2ns/h¯ǫ0ω
2
r)
1/3 is the collective CARL parameter. Ω0 = µE0/h¯ is the Rabi frequency of the
pump, ns = N/V is the average atomic density of the sample (containing N atoms in a volume V ) and µ is the dipole
matrix element. We assume ω2 ≈ ω1 = ck, so that q ≈ 2k sin2(φ/2). Eqs.(1)-(3) are formally equivalent to those of
the free electron laser model [17]. In order to quantize both the radiation field and the center-of-mass motion of the
atoms, we consider θj , pj = (ρ/2)pj = Mvzj/h¯q and a = (Nρ/2)
1/2A˜ as quantum operators satisfying the canonical
commutation relations [θj , pj′ ] = iδjj′ and [a, a
†] = 1. With these definitions, Eqs.(1)-(3) are the Heisenberg equations
of motion associated with the Hamiltonian:
H =
1
ρ
N∑
j=1
p2j + ig


N∑
j=1
a†e−iθj − h.c.

− δa†a˜ =
N∑
j=1
Hj(θj , pj), (4)
where g =
√
ρ/2N . We note that [H,Q] = 0, where Q = a†a +
∑N
j=1 pj is the total momentum in units of h¯q.
In order to obtain a simplified description of a BEC as a system of N noninteracting atoms in the ground state,
we use the Schro¨dinger picture for the atoms (instead of the usual Heisenberg picture [18]), i.e. |ψ(θ1, . . . , θN)〉 =
|ψ(θ1)〉 . . . |ψ(θN )〉, where |ψ(θj)〉 obeys the single-particle Schro¨dinger equation, i(∂/∂τ)|ψ(θj)〉 = Hj(θj , pj)|ψ(θj)〉.
In this paper we describe the light field classically. Hence, considering the field operator a as a c-number, eq.(3) yields:
da
dτ
= iδa+ g
N∑
j=1
〈ψ(θj)|e−iθj |ψ(θj)〉. (5)
Let now expand the single-atom wavefunction on the momentum basis, |ψ(θj)〉 =
∑
n cj(n)|n〉j , where pj |n〉j = n|n〉j ,
n = −∞, . . .∞ and cj(n) is the probability amplitude of the j-th atom having momentum −nh¯~q. Introducing the
collective density matrix:
Sm,n =
1
N
N∑
j=1
cj(m)
∗cj(n)e
i(m−n)δτ , (6)
a straightforward calculation yields, from Eqs.(4) and (5), the following closed set of equations:
dSm,n
dτ
= i(m− n)δm,nSm,n + ρ
2
[A (Sm+1,n − Sm,n−1) +A∗ (Sm,n+1 − Sm−1,n)] (7)
dA
dτ
=
∞∑
n=−∞
Sn,n+1 − κA, (8)
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where δm,n = δ+(m+n)/ρ and we have redefined the field as A =
√
2/ρNae−iδτ . We have also introduced a damping
term −κA in the field equation, where κ = κc/ωrρ, κc = c/2L and L is the sample length along the probe propagation,
which provides an approximated model describing the escape of photons from the atomic medium. In the presence of
a ring cavity of length Lcav and reflectivity R, κc = −(c/Lcav)lnR, as shown in the usual ’mean-field’ approximation
[11]. Eqs.(7) and (8) are completely equivalent to the CARL equations (1)-(3) and determine the temporal evolution
of the density matrix elements for the momentum levels. In particular, pn = Sn,n is the probability of finding the atom
in momentum level |n〉, 〈p〉 =∑n nSn,n is the average momentum and
∑
n Sn,n+1 is the bunching parameter. Eqs.(7)
and (8) are identical to these derived by Moore and coworkers [12] second quantizing the single-particle Hamiltonian
Hj and introducing bosonic creation and annihilation operators of a given center-of-mass momentum. For a constant
field A, Eq.(7) describes a Bragg scattering process, in whichm−n photons are absorbed from the pump and scattered
into the probe, changing the initial and final momentum states of the atom from m to n. Conservation of energy and
momentum require that during this process ω1 − ω2 = (m+ n)ωr, i.e. δm,n = 0. Eqs.(7) and (8) conserve the norm,
i.e.
∑
m Sm,m = 1, and, when κ = 0, also the total momentum Q = (ρ/2)|A|2 + 〈p〉. Figure 1a shows |A|2 vs. τ , for
κ = 0, δ = 0 and A(0) = 10−4, comparing the semiclassical solution with the quantum solution in the classical limit,
ρ ≫ 1: the dashed line is the numerical solution of Eqs.(1)-(3), for a classical system of N = 200 cold atoms, with
initial momentum pj(0) = 0 (where j = 1, . . . , N) and phase θj(0) uniformly distributed over 2π, i.e. unbunched;
the continuous line is the numerical solution of Eqs.(7) and (8) for ρ = 10 and a quantum system of atoms initially
in the ground state n = 0, i.e. with Sn,m = δn0δm0. Figure 1a shows that the quantum system behaves, with good
approximation, classically. Because from Fig.1a the maximum dimensionless intensity is |A|2 ≈ 1.4, the constant of
motion Q gives 〈p〉 ≈ −0.7ρ and the maximum average number of emitted photons is about 〈a†a〉 ∼ Nρ. Hence, the
CARL parameter ρ can be interpreted as the maximum average number of photons emitted per atom (or equivalently,
as the maximum average momentum recoil, in units of h¯q, acquired by the atom) in the classical limit. Figure 1b
shows the distribution of the population level pn at the first peak of the intensity of fig.1a, for τ = 12.4. We observe
that, at saturation, twenty-five momentum levels are occupied, with an induced momentum spread comparable to the
average momentum.
Let us now consider the equilibrium state with no probe field, A = 0, and all the atoms in the same momentum
state n, i.e. with Sn,n = 1 and the other matrix elements zero. This is equivalent to assume the temperature of the
system equal to zero and all the atoms moving with the same velocity −nh¯~q, without spread. This equilibrium state
is unstable for certain values of the detuning. In fact, by linearizing Eqs.(7) and (8) around the equilibrium state,
the only matrix elements giving linear contributions are Sn−1,n and Sn,n+1, showing that in the linear regime the
only transitions allowed from the state n are these towards the levels n− 1 and n+ 1. Introducing the new variables
Bn = Sn,n+1 + Sn−1,n and Pn = Sn,n+1 − Sn−1,n, Eqs.(7) and (8) reduce to the linearized equations:
dBn
dτ
= −iδnBn − i
ρ
Pn (9)
dPn
dτ
= −iδnPn − i
ρ
Bn − ρA (10)
dA
dτ
= Bn − κA, (11)
where δn = δ + 2n/ρ. Seeking solutions proportional to e
i(λ−δn)τ , we obtain the following cubic dispersion relation:
(λ− δn − iκ)
(
λ2 − 1/ρ2)+ 1 = 0. (12)
In the exponential regime, when the unstable (complex) root λ dominates, B(τ) ∼ ei(λ−δn)τ and, from Eq.(9),
Pn = −ρλBn. The semiclassical limit is recovered for ρ ≫ 1 (when κ = 0) or ρ ≫
√
κ (when κ > 1) and δn ≈ δ, i.e.
neglecting the shift due to the recoil frequency ωr. In this limit, maximum gain occurs for δ = 0, with λ = (1− i
√
3)/2
when κ = 0 or λ = −(1 + i)/√2κ when κ > 1. Furthermore, |Sn,n+1| ∼ |Sn−1,n|, so that the atoms may experience
both emission and absorbtion. This result can be interpreted in terms of single-photon emission and absorpion by
an atom with initial momentum −nh¯~q. In fact, energy and momentum conservation impose ω1 − ω2 = (2n ∓ 1)ωr
(i.e. δn = ±1/ρ) when a probe photon is emitted or absorbed, respectively. Because in the semiclassical limit the
gain bandwidth is ∆ω ∼ ωrρ ≫ ωr when κ = 0 (or ∆ω ∼ κc ≫ ωr when κ > 1) the atom can both emit or
absorbe a probe photon. On the contrary, in the quantum limit the recoil energy h¯ωr can not be neglected, and
there is emission without absorbtion if |Sn,n+1| ≪ |Sn−1,n|, i.e. Bn ≈ −Pn and λ ≈ 1/ρ. This is true for ρ < 1
when κ = 0, with the unstable root λ ≈ 1/ρ+ δ′n/2 − 1/2
√
δ′2n − 2ρ (where δ′n = δn − 1/ρ), and for ρ <
√
2κ when
κ > 1, with Reλ ≈ 1/ρ+ (ρδ′n/2)/(δ′2n + κ2) and Imλ ≈ −(ρκ/2)/(δ′2n + κ2). In both cases, maximum gain occurs for
δn = 1/ρ (i.e. ∆21 = (1 − 2n)ωr) within a bandwidth ∆ω ∼ ωrρ3/2 and ∆ω ∼ ωrρ2/κ (respectively for κ = 0 and
κ > 1), which are both less than the frequency difference 2ωr between the emission and absorbtion lines. Hence, in
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the quantum limit the optical gain is due exclusively to emission of photons, whereas in the semiclassical limit gain
results from a positive difference between the average emission and absorbtion rates. When κ = 0, the resonant gain
in the limit ρ < 1 is GS = ωrρ
√
ρ/2 =
√
3/8π(Ω0/2∆20)γ
√
Neff , where γ = µ
2k3/3πh¯ǫ0 is the natural decay rate
of the atomic transition and Neff = (λ
2/A)(c/γL)N is the effective atomic number in the volume V = AL, where A
and L are the cross section and the length of the sample. When κ > 1, the resonant SF gain in the limit ρ <
√
2κ is
GSF = ωrρ
2/2κ = (3/4π)γ(Ω0/2∆20)
2(λ2/A)N .
The above results show that the combined effect of the probe and pump fields on a collection of cold atoms in
a pure momentum state n is responsible of a collective instability that leads the atoms to populate the adjacent
momentum levels n − 1 and n + 1. However, in the quantum limit ρ < 1 when κ = 0 (or ρ < √2κ when κ > 1)
conservation of energy and momentum of the photon constrains the atoms to populate only the lower momentum
level n − 1. This holds also in the nonlinear regime, as we have verified solving numerically Eqs.(7) and (8). In the
quantum limit above, the exact equations reduce to those for only three matrix elements, Sn,n, Sn−1,n−1 and Sn−1,n,
with Sn−1,n−1 + Sn,n = 1. Introducing the new variables Sn = Sn−1,n and Wn = Sn,n − Sn−1,n−1, Eqs.(7) and (8)
reduce to the well-known Maxwell-Bloch equations [19]:
dSn
dτ
= −iδ′nSn +
ρ
2
AWn (13)
dWn
dτ
= −ρ(A∗Sn + h.c.) (14)
dA
dτ
= Sn − κA, (15)
where δ′n = δ + (2n − 1)/ρ. When κ = 0 and δ′n = 0, if the system starts radiating incoherently by pure quantum-
mechanical spontaneous emission, the solution of Eqs.(13)-(15) is a periodic train of 2π hyperbolic secant pulses [20]
with |A|2 = (2/ρ)sech2[
√
ρ/2(τ − τn)], where τn = (2n + 1)ln(ρ/2)/
√
ρ/2. Furthermore, the average momentum
〈p〉 = n + Th2[
√
ρ/2(τ − τn)] − 1 oscillates between n and n − 1 with period τn. We observe that the maximum
number of photons emitted is 〈a†a〉peak = (ρN/2)|A|2peak = N , as expected. Figure 2 shows the results of a numerical
integration of Eqs.(7) and (8), for κ = 0, ρ = 0.2 and δ = 5, with the atoms initially in the momentum level n = 0
and the field starting from the seed value A0 = 10
−5. Figures 2a and b show the intensity |A|2 and the average
momentum 〈p〉 vs. τ , in agreement with the predictions of the reduced Eqs.(13)-(15).
In the superradiant regime, κ > 1, Eqs.(13)-(15) describe a single SF scattering process in which the atoms,
initially in the momentum state n, ’decay’ to the lower level n− 1 emitting a π hyperbolic secant pulse, with intensity
|A|2 = 1/[4(κ2 + δ′2n )]sech2[(τ − τD)/τSF ] and average momentum 〈p〉 = n − (1/2){1 + Th[(τ − τD)/τSF ]}, where
τSF = 2(κ
2+ δ′2n )/ρκ is the ’superfluorescence time’ [15], τD = τSFArcsech(2|Sn(0)|) ≈ −τSF ln
√
2|Sn(0)| is the delay
time and |Sn(0)| ≪ 1 is the initial polarization. Figures 3a and b shows |A|2 and 〈p〉 vs. τ calculated solving Eqs.(7)
and (8) numerically with κ = 10, ρ = 2, δ = 0.5 and the same initial conditions of fig. 2. We observe a sequential
SF scattering, in which the atoms, initially in the level n = 0, change their momentum by discrete steps of h¯~q and
emit a SF pulse during each scattering process. We observe that for δ = 1/ρ the field is resonant only with the first
transition, from n = 0 to n = −1; for a generic initial state n, resonance occurs when δ = (1 − 2n)/ρ, so that in the
case of figure 3a the peak intensity of the successive SF pulses is reduced (by the factor 1/[κ2+(2n/ρ)2]) whereas the
duration and the delay of the pulse are increased. However, the pulse retains the characteristic sech2 shape and the
area remains equal to π, inducing the atoms to decrease their momentum by a finite value h¯~q. We note that, although
the SF time in the quantum limit (τSF = 2κ/ρ at resonance) can be considerable longer than the characteristic
superradiant time obtained in the classical limit, τSR =
√
2κ, the peak intensity of the pulse in the quantum limit is
always approximately half of the value obtained in the semiclassical limit (see Ref. [14] for details).
In conclusion, we have shown that the CARL model describing a system of atoms in their momentum ground state
(as those obtained in a BEC) and properly extended to include a quantum-mechanical description of the center-of-mass
motion, allows for a quantum limit in which the average atomic momentum changes in discrete units of the photon
recoil momentum h¯~q and reduce to the Maxwell-Bloch equations for two momentum levels. These results demonstrate
that the regular arrangement of momentum pattern observed in the MIT experiment [3] can be interpreted as being
due to sequential superfluorescence scattering. A detailed study of this and other aspects of the MIT experiment will
be the object of a future extended pubblication.
We thank G.R.M. Robb for a careful reading of the manuscript and for helpful discussions.
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FIG. 1. Classical limit of CARL for ρ ≫ 1 in the case κ = 0. (a): |A|2 vs. τ as obtained from the classical eqs.(1)-(3)
(dashed line) and from the quantum eqs.(7) and (8) for ρ = 10 (solid line); (b): population level pn vs. n at the occurring of
the first maximum of |A|2, at τ = 12.4. The other parameters are δ = 0 and A(0) = 10−4.
FIG. 2. Quantum limit of CARL for ρ < 1 in the case κ = 0. (a) |A|2 and (b) 〈p〉 vs. τ , for ρ = 0.2, δ = 5, A(0) = 10−5 and
the atoms initially in the state n = 0. We note that 〈p〉 = −(2/ρ)(|A|2 − |A(0)|2).
FIG. 3. Sequential superfluorescent (SF) regime of CARL. (a) |A|2 and (b) 〈p〉 vs. τ , for ρ = 2, δ = 0.5, κ = 10, and the
same initial conditions of fig.2.
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densate (BEC). We show that when the average atomic momentum is less than the recoil momentum
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With the realization of Bose Einstein condensation (BEC) in dilute alkali gases [1], it is now possible to study the
coherent interaction between light and an ensemble of atoms prepared in a single quantum state. For example, Bragg
diraction [2] of a Bose-Einstein condensate by a moving optical standing wave can be used to diract any fraction
of a BEC into a selectable momentum state, realizing an atomic beam splitter. Among the multitude of experiments
studying the behavior of a BEC under the action of external laser beams, only a small number have been devoted to
the active role caused by the atoms in the condensate on the radiation. In particular, collective light scattering and
matter-wave amplication caused by coherent center-of mass motion of atoms in a condensate illuminated by a far
o-resonant laser were recently observed [3{5]. These experiments have been interpreted in Ref. [3] as superradiant
Rayleigh scattering, and successively investigated in Ref. [6] and [7] using a quantum theory based on a quantum
multi-mode extention of the collective atomic recoil laser (CARL) Hamiltonian model originally derived by Bonifacio
et al. [8{11]. In particular, the original semiclassical CARL model was extended in Ref. [12,13] to include a quantum
mechanical description of the center-of-mass motion of the atoms in the condensate. Whereas the analysis of ref.
[12,13] is limited to the study of the onset of the collective instability starting from quantum uctuations, some
nonlinear eects due to momentum population depletion were discussed in ref. [6] and [7].
Recently, we have shown [14] that the superradiant Rayleigh scattering from a BEC can be satisfactorily interpreted
in terms of the CARL mechanism using a semiclassical model in the 'mean-eld' approximation [15], in which the
rapid escape of the radiation from the condensate is modelled by a decay of the eld amplitude at the rate 
c
= c=2L,
where L is the sample length. The main drawback of the semiclassical model is that, as it considers the center-of-mass
motion of the atoms as classical, it cannot describe the discreteness of the recoil velocity, as has been observed in the
experiment of Ref. [3].
The aim of this work is to extend the semiclassical CARL model to include the quantum mechanical description
of the center-of-mass motion of a sample of cold atoms. The quantum model that we obtain is equivalent to that
derived by Moore and Meystre [12] using second quantization techniques. However, whereas the work of Ref. [12]
is focussed on the linear regime and on the start-up of the instability, we study the full nonlinear regime and the
quantum and classical limits of the model. Our basic result is that the atomic motion is quantized when the average
recoil momentum is comparable to h~q (where ~q =
~
k
2
 
~
k
1
is the dierence between the incident and the scattered
wave vectors), i.e. the recoil momentum gained by the atom trading a photon via absorbtion and stimulated emission
between the incident and scattered waves. In this limit, the quantum CARL equations reduce to the Maxwell-Bloch
equations for two momentum levels [16]. In the 'conservative' (or 'hamiltonian') regime, in which the radiation losses
are negligible, this occurs for  < 1, where the CARL parameter  represents the average number of photons scattered
per atom in the classical limit. In the superradiant regime, for  > 1 (where  = 
c
=!
r
, 
c
is the radiation loss, !
r
 is
the collective recoil bandwidth, !
r
= hj~qj
2
=2M is the recoil frequency and M is the atomic mass), the atomic motion
becomes quantized for  <
p
2. In this limit, we demonstrate that a sequential superuorescence (SF) scattering
occurs, in which, during each process, the atoms emit a  hyperbolic secant pulse and populate a lower momentum
level, as it has been observed in the MIT experiment [3].
1
Our starting point is the classical model of equations for N two-level atoms exposed to an o-resonant pump laser,
whose electric eld
~
E
0
= ^eE
0
cos(
~
k
2
 ~x   !
2
t) is polarized along ^e, propagates along the direction of
~
k
2
and has
a frequency !
2
= ck
2
with a detuning from the atomic resonance, 
20
= !
2
  !
0
, much larger than the natural
linewidth of the atomic transition, . We assume the presence of a scattered eld ('probe beam') with frequency
!
1
= !
2
 
21
, wavenumber
~
k
1
making an angle  with
~
k
2
and electric eld
~
E = (^e=2)[E(t)e
i(
~
k
1
~x !
1
t)
+c:c:] with the
same polarization of the pump eld. In the absence of an injected probe eld, the emission starts from uctuations and
the propagation direction of the scattered eld is determined either by the geometry of the condensate (as in the case
of the MIT experiment [3], where the condensate has a cigar shape) or by the presence of an optical resonator tuned
on a selected longitudinal mode. By adiabatically eliminating the internal atomic degree of freedom, the following
semiclassical CARL equations has been derived [8{10]:
d
j
d
= p
j
(1)
dp
j
d
=  
h
~
Ae
i
j
+ c:c:
i
(2)
d
~
A
d
=
1
N
N
X
j=1
e
 i
j
+ i
~
A (3)
where  = !
r
t is the interaction time in units of !
r
, 
j
= (
~
k
1
 
~
k
2
) ~x
j
= qz
j
and p
j
= qv
zj
=!
r
(where q = j~qj) are
the dimensionless position and velocity of the j-th atom along the axis ^z,
~
A =  i(
0
=n
s
h!)
1=2
E( )e
i
,  = 
21
=!
r

and  = (

0
=2
20
)
2=3
(!
2
n
s
=h
0
!
2
r
)
1=3
is the collective CARL parameter. 

0
= E
0
=h is the Rabi frequency of the
pump, n
s
= N=V is the average atomic density of the sample (containing N atoms in a volume V ) and  is the dipole
matrix element. We assume !
2
 !
1
= ck, so that q  2k sin
2
(=2). Eqs.(1)-(3) are formally equivalent to those of
the free electron laser model [17]. In order to quantize both the radiation eld and the center-of-mass motion of the
atoms, we consider 
j
, p
j
= (=2)p
j
= Mv
zj
=hq and a = (N=2)
1=2
~
A as quantum operators satisfying the canonical
commutation relations [
j
; p
j
0
] = i
jj
0
and [a; a
y
] = 1. With these denitions, Eqs.(1)-(3) are the Heisenberg equations
of motion associated with the Hamiltonian:
H =
1

N
X
j=1
p
2
j
+ ig
0
@
N
X
j=1
a
y
e
 i
j
  h:c:
1
A
  a
y
~a =
N
X
j=1
H
j
(
j
; p
j
); (4)
where g =
p
=2N . We note that [H;Q] = 0, where Q = a
y
a +
P
N
j=1
p
j
is the total momentum in units of hq.
In order to obtain a simplied description of a BEC as a system of N noninteracting atoms in the ground state,
we use the Schrodinger picture for the atoms (instead of the usual Heisenberg picture [18]), i.e. j (
1
; . . . ; 
N
)i =
j (
1
)i . . . j (
N
)i, where j (
j
)i obeys the single-particle Schrodinger equation, i(@=@ )j (
j
)i = H
j
(
j
; p
j
)j (
j
)i.
In this paper we describe the light eld classically. Hence, considering the eld operator a as a c-number, eq.(3) yields:
da
d
= ia+ g
N
X
j=1
h (
j
)je
 i
j
j (
j
)i: (5)
Let now expand the single-atom wavefunction on the momentumbasis, j (
j
)i =
P
n
c
j
(n)jni
j
, where p
j
jni
j
= njni
j
,
n =  1; . . .1 and c
j
(n) is the probability amplitude of the j-th atom having momentum  nh~q. Introducing the
collective density matrix:
S
m;n
=
1
N
N
X
j=1
c
j
(m)

c
j
(n)e
i(m n)
; (6)
a straightforward calculation yields, from Eqs.(4) and (5), the following closed set of equations:
dS
m;n
d
= i(m   n)
m;n
S
m;n
+

2
[A (S
m+1;n
  S
m;n 1
) + A

(S
m;n+1
  S
m 1;n
)] (7)
dA
d
=
1
X
n= 1
S
n;n+1
  A; (8)
2
where 
m;n
= +(m+n)= and we have redened the eld as A =
p
2=Nae
 i
. We have also introduced a damping
term  A in the eld equation, where  = 
c
=!
r
, 
c
= c=2L and L is the sample length along the probe propagation,
which provides an approximated model describing the escape of photons from the atomic medium. In the presence of
a ring cavity of length L
cav
and reectivity R, 
c
=  (c=L
cav
)lnR, as shown in the usual 'mean-eld' approximation
[11]. Eqs.(7) and (8) are completely equivalent to the CARL equations (1)-(3) and determine the temporal evolution
of the density matrix elements for the momentum levels. In particular, p
n
= S
n;n
is the probability of nding the atom
in momentum level jni, hpi =
P
n
nS
n;n
is the average momentum and
P
n
S
n;n+1
is the bunching parameter. Eqs.(7)
and (8) are identical to these derived by Moore and coworkers [12] second quantizing the single-particle Hamiltonian
H
j
and introducing bosonic creation and annihilation operators of a given center-of-mass momentum. For a constant
eld A, Eq.(7) describes a Bragg scattering process, in which m n photons are absorbed from the pump and scattered
into the probe, changing the initial and nal momentum states of the atom from m to n. Conservation of energy and
momentum require that during this process !
1
  !
2
= (m + n)!
r
, i.e. 
m;n
= 0. Eqs.(7) and (8) conserve the norm,
i.e.
P
m
S
m;m
= 1, and, when  = 0, also the total momentum Q = (=2)jAj
2
+ hpi. Figure 1a shows jAj
2
vs.  , for
 = 0,  = 0 and A(0) = 10
 4
, comparing the semiclassical solution with the quantum solution in the classical limit,
  1: the dashed line is the numerical solution of Eqs.(1)-(3), for a classical system of N = 200 cold atoms, with
initial momentum p
j
(0) = 0 (where j = 1; . . . ; N ) and phase 
j
(0) uniformly distributed over 2, i.e. unbunched;
the continuous line is the numerical solution of Eqs.(7) and (8) for  = 10 and a quantum system of atoms initially
in the ground state n = 0, i.e. with S
n;m
= 
n0

m0
. Figure 1a shows that the quantum system behaves, with good
approximation, classically. Because from Fig.1a the maximum dimensionless intensity is jAj
2
 1:4, the constant of
motion Q gives hpi   0:7 and the maximum average number of emitted photons is about ha
y
ai  N. Hence, the
CARL parameter  can be interpreted as the maximum average number of photons emitted per atom (or equivalently,
as the maximum average momentum recoil, in units of hq, acquired by the atom) in the classical limit. Figure 1b
shows the distribution of the population level p
n
at the rst peak of the intensity of g.1a, for  = 12:4. We observe
that, at saturation, twenty-ve momentum levels are occupied, with an induced momentum spread comparable to the
average momentum.
Let us now consider the equilibrium state with no probe eld, A = 0, and all the atoms in the same momentum
state n, i.e. with S
n;n
= 1 and the other matrix elements zero. This is equivalent to assume the temperature of the
system equal to zero and all the atoms moving with the same velocity  nh~q, without spread. This equilibrium state
is unstable for certain values of the detuning. In fact, by linearizing Eqs.(7) and (8) around the equilibrium state,
the only matrix elements giving linear contributions are S
n 1;n
and S
n;n+1
, showing that in the linear regime the
only transitions allowed from the state n are these towards the levels n  1 and n+ 1. Introducing the new variables
B
n
= S
n;n+1
+ S
n 1;n
and P
n
= S
n;n+1
  S
n 1;n
, Eqs.(7) and (8) reduce to the linearized equations:
dB
n
d
=  i
n
B
n
 
i

P
n
(9)
dP
n
d
=  i
n
P
n
 
i

B
n
  A (10)
dA
d
= B
n
  A; (11)
where 
n
=  + 2n=. Seeking solutions proportional to e
i( 
n
)
, we obtain the following cubic dispersion relation:
(  
n
  i)
 

2
  1=
2

+ 1 = 0: (12)
In the exponential regime, when the unstable (complex) root  dominates, B( )  e
i( 
n
)
and, from Eq.(9),
P
n
=  B
n
. The semiclassical limit is recovered for   1 (when  = 0) or  
p
 (when  > 1) and 
n
 , i.e.
neglecting the shift due to the recoil frequency !
r
. In this limit, maximum gain occurs for  = 0, with  = (1  i
p
3)=2
when  = 0 or  =  (1 + i)=
p
2 when  > 1. Furthermore, jS
n;n+1
j  jS
n 1;n
j, so that the atoms may experience
both emission and absorbtion. This result can be interpreted in terms of single-photon emission and absorpion by
an atom with initial momentum  nh~q. In fact, energy and momentum conservation impose !
1
  !
2
= (2n  1)!
r
(i.e. 
n
= 1=) when a probe photon is emitted or absorbed, respectively. Because in the semiclassical limit the
gain bandwidth is !  !
r
  !
r
when  = 0 (or !  
c
 !
r
when  > 1) the atom can both emit or
absorbe a probe photon. On the contrary, in the quantum limit the recoil energy h!
r
can not be neglected, and
there is emission without absorbtion if jS
n;n+1
j  jS
n 1;n
j, i.e. B
n
  P
n
and   1=. This is true for  < 1
when  = 0, with the unstable root   1= + 
0
n
=2   1=2
p

02
n
  2 (where 
0
n
= 
n
  1=), and for  <
p
2 when
 > 1, with Re  1=+ (
0
n
=2)=(
02
n
+ 
2
) and Im   (=2)=(
02
n
+ 
2
). In both cases, maximum gain occurs for

n
= 1= (i.e. 
21
= (1   2n)!
r
) within a bandwidth !  !
r

3=2
and !  !
r

2
= (respectively for  = 0 and
 > 1), which are both less than the frequency dierence 2!
r
between the emission and absorbtion lines. Hence, in
3
the quantum limit the optical gain is due exclusively to emission of photons, whereas in the semiclassical limit gain
results from a positive dierence between the average emission and absorbtion rates. When  = 0, the resonant gain
in the limit  < 1 is G
S
= !
r

p
=2 =
p
3=8(

0
=2
20
)
p
N
e
, where  = 
2
k
3
=3h
0
is the natural decay rate
of the atomic transition and N
e
= (
2
=A)(c=L)N is the eective atomic number in the volume V = AL, where A
and L are the cross section and the length of the sample. When  > 1, the resonant SF gain in the limit  <
p
2 is
G
SF
= !
r

2
=2 = (3=4)(

0
=2
20
)
2
(
2
=A)N .
The above results show that the combined eect of the probe and pump elds on a collection of cold atoms in
a pure momentum state n is responsible of a collective instability that leads the atoms to populate the adjacent
momentum levels n   1 and n + 1. However, in the quantum limit  < 1 when  = 0 (or  <
p
2 when  > 1)
conservation of energy and momentum of the photon constrains the atoms to populate only the lower momentum
level n   1. This holds also in the nonlinear regime, as we have veried solving numerically Eqs.(7) and (8). In the
quantum limit above, the exact equations reduce to those for only three matrix elements, S
n;n
, S
n 1;n 1
and S
n 1;n
,
with S
n 1;n 1
+ S
n;n
= 1. Introducing the new variables S
n
= S
n 1;n
and W
n
= S
n;n
  S
n 1;n 1
, Eqs.(7) and (8)
reduce to the well-known Maxwell-Bloch equations [19]:
dS
n
d
=  i
0
n
S
n
+

2
AW
n
(13)
dW
n
d
=  (A

S
n
+ h:c:) (14)
dA
d
= S
n
  A; (15)
where 
0
n
=  + (2n   1)=. When  = 0 and 
0
n
= 0, if the system starts radiating incoherently by pure quantum-
mechanical spontaneous emission, the solution of Eqs.(13)-(15) is a periodic train of 2 hyperbolic secant pulses [20]
with jAj
2
= (2=)sech
2
[
p
=2(   
n
)], where 
n
= (2n + 1)ln(=2)=
p
=2. Furthermore, the average momentum
hpi = n + Th
2
[
p
=2(   
n
)]   1 oscillates between n and n   1 with period 
n
. We observe that the maximum
number of photons emitted is ha
y
ai
peak
= (N=2)jAj
2
peak
= N , as expected. Figure 2 shows the results of a numerical
integration of Eqs.(7) and (8), for  = 0,  = 0:2 and  = 5, with the atoms initially in the momentum level n = 0
and the eld starting from the seed value A
0
= 10
 5
. Figures 2a and b show the intensity jAj
2
and the average
momentum hpi vs.  , in agreement with the predictions of the reduced Eqs.(13)-(15).
In the superradiant regime,  > 1, Eqs.(13)-(15) describe a single SF scattering process in which the atoms,
initially in the momentum state n, 'decay' to the lower level n 1 emitting a  hyperbolic secant pulse, with intensity
jAj
2
= 1=[4(
2
+ 
02
n
)]sech
2
[(   
D
)=
SF
] and average momentum hpi = n   (1=2)f1 + Th[(   
D
)=
SF
]g, where

SF
= 2(
2
+ 
02
n
)= is the 'superuorescence time' [15], 
D
= 
SF
Arcsech(2jS
n
(0)j)   
SF
ln
p
2jS
n
(0)j is the delay
time and jS
n
(0)j  1 is the initial polarization. Figures 3a and b shows jAj
2
and hpi vs.  calculated solving Eqs.(7)
and (8) numerically with  = 10,  = 2,  = 0:5 and the same initial conditions of g. 2. We observe a sequential
SF scattering, in which the atoms, initially in the level n = 0, change their momentum by discrete steps of h~q and
emit a SF pulse during each scattering process. We observe that for  = 1= the eld is resonant only with the rst
transition, from n = 0 to n =  1; for a generic initial state n, resonance occurs when  = (1  2n)=, so that in the
case of gure 3a the peak intensity of the successive SF pulses is reduced (by the factor 1=[
2
+(2n=)
2
]) whereas the
duration and the delay of the pulse are increased. However, the pulse retains the characteristic sech
2
shape and the
area remains equal to , inducing the atoms to decrease their momentum by a nite value h~q. We note that, although
the SF time in the quantum limit (
SF
= 2= at resonance) can be considerable longer than the characteristic
superradiant time obtained in the classical limit, 
SR
=
p
2, the peak intensity of the pulse in the quantum limit is
always approximately half of the value obtained in the semiclassical limit (see Ref. [14] for details).
In conclusion, we have shown that the CARL model describing a system of atoms in their momentum ground state
(as those obtained in a BEC) and properly extended to include a quantum-mechanical description of the center-of-mass
motion, allows for a quantum limit in which the average atomic momentum changes in discrete units of the photon
recoil momentum h~q and reduce to the Maxwell-Bloch equations for two momentum levels. These results demonstrate
that the regular arrangement of momentum pattern observed in the MIT experiment [3] can be interpreted as being
due to sequential superuorescence scattering. A detailed study of this and other aspects of the MIT experiment will
be the object of a future extended pubblication.
We thank G.R.M. Robb for a careful reading of the manuscript and for helpful discussions.
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FIG. 1. Classical limit of CARL for   1 in the case  = 0. (a): jAj
2
vs.  as obtained from the classical eqs.(1)-(3)
(dashed line) and from the quantum eqs.(7) and (8) for  = 10 (solid line); (b): population level p
n
vs. n at the occurring of
the rst maximum of jAj
2
, at  = 12:4. The other parameters are  = 0 and A(0) = 10
 4
.
FIG. 2. Quantum limit of CARL for  < 1 in the case  = 0. (a) jAj
2
and (b) hpi vs.  , for  = 0:2,  = 5, A(0) = 10
 5
and
the atoms initially in the state n = 0. We note that hpi =  (2=)(jAj
2
  jA(0)j
2
).
FIG. 3. Sequential superuorescent (SF) regime of CARL. (a) jAj
2
and (b) hpi vs.  , for  = 2,  = 0:5,  = 10, and the
same initial conditions of g.2.
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